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THE SUDDEN MASSIVE INFLUX OF CONTINENTAL

CULTURE IN THE LATE FOURTH CENTURY:

Egami’s Theory of the Horseriders’ Invasion—
The Archeological Approach

A. The Break in the Tomb Period

According to Mizuno (1969): “It would appear that Japan originally took
shape as a nation at some time between the fourth and sixth centuries A.D.
Although it still remains unclear who played the the leading role in this
process, many huge old burial mounds in the Kinai district (extending
from the southern edge of Kyo ¯ to City to the middle of Nara Prefecture and to
the east of City) indicate without a doubt that the unifi c ation wa s
accomplished in this peri o d.” Mizuno (1969) further notes that “the
emergence of this type of huge mound indicates the unification of the various
communities then in existence under the influence of a powerful ruler, whose
s u p re m a cy was ex t ra o rd i n a ry compared with the milder authority of the
priest-like rulers of Yayoi Period communities . . . . [T]he ruling class itself
may have designed the burial mounds in such a way as to compel the people’s
veneration for the powerful rulers of an infant nation.”   Inoue (1968: 5) states
t h at “in the preceding Yayoi Pe riod the ru l e rs and the ruled we re bu ri e d
t ogether in a common bu ri a l - ground [indicating the absence of clear social
stratification], whereas in the Kofun Period the ruling class had begun to build
large-scale tombs for themselves.”

At the “Symposium on the Origins of the Japanese People and Culture and
the Formation of the Japanese State” that was organized in 1948 by a cultural
anthropologist, Ishida Eiichiro ¯ , new approaches to the problem of
Japan’s origin were presented by an ethnologist, Oka Masao , and by
E gami Namio who was a specialist in Asian history and the gre at
nomadic confe d e racies.  Oka presented the idea of the “imperial ra c e,”
o ri gi n ating in eastern Manch u ria as a mixed herding and fa rming people,
moving through the Korean peninsula into Japan around the second or third
century A.D.  Oka suggested that this race was closely related, culturally and
ethnically, with the Puyeo and Koguryeo people (see KEJ: 3. 299).
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The theory proposed by Egami at this symposium, published the following
year under the title “The Japanese  People the Origin of its Culture and the
Fo u n d ation of the Japanese Stat e,” has been widely disseminated as the
“horseriding-race” theory.  Egami (1964) himself, however, views his theory
as “a modern edition of Kida Sadakich i ’s t h e o ry,” wh i ch ap p e a re d
d u ring the Ta i s ho ¯ (1912-25) period as “The Th e o ry of the Common
Origin of the Japanese and Korean Peoples .”

The tomb-mounds period of Japan has traditionally been divided into three
s u b - p e riods: the early, the midd l e, and the lat e.  The early tomb peri o d
extends from sometime around A.D. 300 to about A.D. 375, the midd l e
p e riod extends to around A.D. 475, and the late tomb period lasts to ab o u t
A . D. 650 or A.D. 700.1 After careful studies of the shape of the tomb-
mounds and the objects found in them, however, Egami (1964) contends that,
while the cultures of the middle and late tomb periods are essentially similar,
the culture of the early period diffe rs marke d ly from the others.  Although
E gami does not go as far as Umehara Sueji and Baro d e ff — wh o
regard the early tomb culture as the late Yayoi culture and prefer to include
this early tomb period in the Yayoi period — he emphasizes the close link
between the Yayoi culture and the early tomb culture.  According to Egami,
the only substantial division in the material of the tomb period occurs at the
end of the early tomb period; this change, he argues, resulted from a sudden
influx of foreign culture.

The relatively small early period tombs were usually located on hilltops or
along ridges, so that an imposing tomb (of round or keyhole shape) could be
constructed with a minimum amount of labor.  According to Barnes (1988:
5), the burial facilities of the early tombs consisted of a simple wooden coffin
set in a pit grave dug into the top of the mound, which sometimes was lined
with stone slab walls and sealed with ceiling rocks.  The large middle period
tombs, including Ojin-ryo ¯ , Nintoku-ryo ¯ and Richu ¯ -ryo ¯ , are always found on
or near the level coastal plains or valley floors, where they had to be built by
piling up an enormous amount of earth to fo rm the mound.  Th ey are
ch a ra c t e ri s t i c a l ly surrounded by a moat and an earth embankment, wh i ch
u n d o u b t e d ly re q u i red the control of large amounts of manpower and wh i ch
thus suggests the existence of a strong unified political orga n i z ation.  Th e
stone sarcophagi appear for the first time in this middle tomb period.

A c c o rding to Kidder (1985), “One of two ways was used to better
safeguard the remains of the deceased (by the turn of the 5th century): stones
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influence (see KEJ: 3.162).



[were] piled up to form a simple room, covered with long stone slabs or logs,
with or without a stone sarcophagus; or a stone sarcophagus [was] deposited
in a trench . . . [T]he dead were still lowered from above [into the so-called
ve rtical-pit-style stone room or tateana sekishitsu, ] . . . A stone
passage-and-chamber type of tomb (yokoana sekishitsu, ), transmitted
f rom Ko rea, was constructed from the latter half of 5th century.”  Kidd e r
(1985) notes that, in constructing the mound, the north Ko rean unit of
measurement, the komajaku (35-36 cm or 1’2”), was employed, and he also
notes that “so far no horse bones have been discovered in any  Early tombs.”
K i dder (1985) introduces the fact that “among the 235 tombs of identical
s h ape containing hors e - t rappings, the . . . early ve rtical bu rials constitute
26.4%, and the late hori zontal bu rials 73.6%.  Those among the fo rm e r
containing Sue pottery constitute 27.4% and among the latter, 74.6%.”

According to Egami (1962), the tomb artifacts in the early period include
precious, symbolic or shamanistic ritual objects, with high esteem shown for
ritual (sheathed) knives, bro n ze mirro rs, bro n ze arrowpoints, other bro n ze
cylindrical objects, jasper bracelets, carved stones, cylindrical beads, comma-
shaped beads known as magatama, and some iron tools.  The tomb artifacts of
the middle and late periods, by contrast, include: many iron weapons, such as
swo rds with pommels in dragon or phoenix designs and whistling arrow s
(arrowheads); horse accoutrements, such as horse-trapping (bridle-bits), horse
masks and decorated saddles; the stone model objects (made in the forms of a
va riety of objects used in daily life); crowns; eating vessels (Sue pottery ) ;
decorative articles of apparel, such as pendants with floral or animal designs;
i ron agri c u l t u ral tools; and cl ay models (haniwa) rep resenting male and
female fi g u res, saddled horses, wa rri o rs, birds, beasts, houses, we ap o n s ,
ga rments, and ships.2 The ritualistic items such as bracelets and bro n ze
mirrors were mostly replaced by utilitarian tools and weapons.  That is, the
c u l t u re of the early period had a simple, cere m o n i a l ly re l i gious, magi c a l ,
peaceful, Southeast Asian character that had persisted from the Yayoi period,
while the culture of the middle and late periods had a practical, military,
aggre s s ive, ari s t o c rat i c, North Asian ch a racter that suggests a wo rl d ly
orientation among the warlike ruling class.  According to Egami (1967), most
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2According to Munro (1911: 412-413), “The ring pommel was common in ancient
China . . . . In the Manyo ¯ shu ¯ , the expression Koma-tsurugi (Korean sword) is always
fo l l owed by Wa, meaning a ri n g, so there is a presumption that this fo rm of swo rd
came immediately from Korea.  The discshaped type is apparently descended from the
ring form.  The design is perforated and usually represents two dragons holding a ball
. . . . Other motifs, which are rare, are a single dragon, bird, and human head.”



of the weapons, horse trappings, and ornaments buried in the later tumuli are
ve ry similar to those of the rep re s e n t at ive monarchical and ari s t o c rat i c
nomadic peoples who were active in the arid regions of inner Eurasia.  That
is, the culture of the ruling class, while only weakly linked with the culture of
the earlier period, is intimately related with that of the continent.  From these
relationships, Egami infers that such a sharp break in archeological data must
have resulted from an invasion of Japan by a north Asian people adept in the
arts of horseriding and war. 

E gami has reduced the traditional thre e - p a rt division of the tomb peri o d
into a two - p a rt division by combining the middle phase with the lat e.
A c c o rding to Egami, the gre ater part of the we apons, horse accoutre m e n t s ,
and decorat ive art i cles found in the middle and late period tombs are
precisely the same kind as those used by the horseriding races of Northeast
Asia, especially the “Hu barbari a n s ” t h at we re active in Manch u ri a ,
M o n golia, and North China during the third, fo u rth, and fifth centuri e s .
Egami argues that the culture of these Hu barbarians might well be described
as the culture of “the sinified hors e ri d e rs ,” wh i ch was fl o u rishing in nort h
China among the Xian-bei and Xiong-nu , who had migrated into
China from the north.  The Northeast Asian culture was also transmitted to
Korea by such peoples as the Puyeo and Koguryeo.

E gami (1964) further contends that the Japanese culture of the late tomb peri o d
c o rresponds in all aspects with that of the continent and the Ko rean peninsula, and
that the North Asian horseriders’ cultural complex was brought into Japan in
its entire t y, without undergoing any ch a n ge.  He thus concludes that  “the
horseriding people of North Asia . . . invaded Japan via the Korean peninsula,
landing in north Kyu¯  shu¯   or western Honshu¯   , and at the end of the
fo u rth century advanced into the Kinki region to establish the powe r f u l
Ya m ato court .”3 K i dder (1985) states that horse bells became common in Ko re a
and we re passed on to Japan.  He also asserts that “the horse eve n t u a l ly bred by the
Japanese was the kind brought over from Ko rea . . . and was not a local hors e.”
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3Befu (1971: 23) notes that “an interesting sidelight on Egami’s theory is Hattori’s
lexicostatistical data which places the split between the Japanese language (using the
Kyo ¯ to dialect for this purpose) and the Ryu ¯ kyu ¯ an language (Shuri dialect) at
about A.D. 500.  It is plausible to imagine that some of the inhabitants of Kyu ¯shu ¯ fled
to the Ryu ¯kyu ¯ islands to the south to escape the domination of the new military power
f rom the continent, and that the speech of these re f u gees became the Ryu ¯kyu ¯ a n
l a n g u age, while the speech of the remaining people later became pre s e n t - d ay
Japanese.”  According to Egami, the Korean-type physique is very prominent among
the Japanese of the Inland Sea coast of Honshu ¯ and the Kinki region.



A c c o rding to Wei-zhi , there we re no horses in Japan as late as the
third century A.D.  On the other hand, King Kwanggaet’o’s stele 
re c o rds that this king of Kog u ryeo had dispat ched as many as 50 thousand
i n fa n t ry and cava l ry soldiers in A.D. 400 in order to rescue Silla from the
marauding Wa army, and in A.D. 407 had sent another 50 thousand infantry
and cavalry soldiers to attack Paekche (see Wang, 1985: 307-311).  As Kidder
(1985) states, howeve r, “mounted wa rri o rs with trained fighting tech n i q u e s
are not remotely implied in the local Japanese records.”  It is only by the 7th
century that the Nihongi does begin to refer to cavalry warfare (in reference to
the Jinshin disturbance).

According to Munro (1911: 388), the sepulchres of the Yamato, from the
gre atest to the least, always contain swo rds, usually hold arrow-heads, and
sometimes contain spearheads: “Even the smaller caves and cists . . . show
i n d u b i t ably that their occupants, if they had not lived by the swo rd, we re
addicted to warlike pursuit . . . [W]e are led to suppose that previous to and
during the earlier centuries of the present [Yamato] era, the country was in a
s t ate of perpetual unrest.  When the wa rrior dep a rted from his life his
we apons and armour we re cl e a rly necessary to a state wh i ch pre s u m ably
resembled that which had preceded it, while the stirrups, bits and trappings of
his horse, his personal ornaments and articles of daily use were bestowed [in]
ke eping with his stat i o n .”  Munro (1911: 388) concludes that “[W]e can
scarcely assume that this perpetual readiness for the fray was entirely owing
to opposition on the part of the primitive inhabitants.”  Peter Bleed (KEJ: 3.
161) also notes that “weapons found in tombs of the 5th and 6th centuries as
well as the military stance of many of the haniwa figures leave no question
about the militaristic tone of [the] Kofun period’s society at that time.”4

Beardsley (1955) states that: “a number of items of the Tomb culture might
be construed as having arrived through . . . an actual invasion of people from
the grasslands of Manch u ria or the more distant steppes of Central Asia.
Examples are: swo rds with ring-pommels and with opposed animal fi g u re s
cast in pierced work as pommels; recurved bows; slat armor; full horseriding
e q u i p age; tailored clothing; fa l c o n ry; abundant jewe l ry; and bu ri a l ,
sometimes with a favo rite steed or spouse(?), in a domicile-like mega l i t h i c
chamber covered by a mound . . . . Egami Namio, a Japanese specialist on
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4Bleed continues: “towa rd the end of the 5th century, we apons and military
accoutrements are most often found in smaller or attendent mounds rather than in the
h u ge bu rials of the most important individuals.  Pre s u m ably, this indicates that
military activities were no longer in the sphere of the leaders but delegated to a special
group.”



Inner Asia, has utilized these points to support the view that pastoral warriors
bound on conquest for tribute entered Japan through Kyu ¯ shu ¯ , set themselves
up as a thin layer of ove rl o rds ab ove the ri c e - growing Yayoi peasants, and
thus initiated the period of Tombs in Japan.”

B. Event vs. Process

In the following sections, we will show that Egami’s argument represents
yet another effo rt to conceal direct Ko rean influences by re fe rring to a
mythical North Asian hors e riding people and alluding to the traits of the
Arabs, the Normans, and the Mongols.  And yet, even as it stands, Egami’s
theory shocked most Japanese historians and pro-Japanese Western scholars.
Th e re have been nu m e rous effo rts to refute Ega m i ’s theory; the study of
Edwards (1983) represents one of those efforts.

E dwa rds (1983) admits that Egami was ab s o l u t e ly correct in pointing to
the foreign and aristocratic nature of the horserider materials, but he does not
b e l i eve it necessary to invo ke an invasion to explain the presence of these
aristocratic tastes in Japan.  Instead, he suggests that there may have been a
domestic process of unifi c ation in the fo u rth century concomitant with the
e m e rgence of an indigenous elite eager to acquire both the means and the
symbols of power through intern ational tra d e.  Although Beard s l ey (1955)
simply states that “in this matter a hypothesis of indigenous development is
almost as tenable as a hypothesis of external importation,” Edwards tries to
refute Egami by insisting that the middle-period tombs have to be analyzed in
c o m b i n ation with the early tombs, and that the strong political power the
h u ge midd l e - p e riod tombs rep resent cannot be seen as deriving from the
event  of a conquest by horseriders.5 According to Edwards (1983), “the early
tombs constructed prior to the mid-fifth century” contain middle-phase-style
keyhole shapes, composite coffins, Yayoi-period weapons and armor, steatite
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5Fairbank, Reischauer and Craig (1973: 327-328) write that: “Many fe at u re s
associated with the tomb culture show strong new influences brought over from Korea
either by new waves of inva d e rs or through trade or military contacts.  The tomb
culture was obviously aristocratic, and its leaders were mounted warriors who carried
long straight iron swords and wore helmets, padded garments, and armor made of iron
slats, all of which had close parallels in contemporary Korea and Manchuria.”  And
yet they somehow manage to conclude that ”[t]he tomb culture . . . was a cl e a r
outgrowth of the Yayoi culture [in the Kinki area].”  They further say that the curved
jewels (magatama) found in these tombs are identical to those on the golden crowns of
Silla.  Apparently they are not aware of the curved jewels found in the tomb of King
Munyeong of Paekche.



objects and haniwa of bird, house, and weapon figures, while the late tombs
contain hori zontal ch a m b e rs, mu rals, equestrian parap h e rnalia, continental
swo rds and arm o r, haniwa of men and horse fi g u res, and gold jewe l ry.6

Although the arch e o l ogical data prep a red by Edwa rds himself re c o rd the
ap p e a rance of a few tombs that contain continental mat e rials at around the
b eginning of the fifth century, he insists that the content of bu rials became
distinctly continental only after “the middle decades of the fifth century” and
that therefore the tombs of Nintoku, Richu ¯ , etc. cannot be classified as
those of the hors e ri d e rs .7 E dwa rds (1983) admits the possibility that the
continental influx he places in the mid-fifth century may actually belong to
the fourth, which would relate it to historical contexts of the fourth century.
But he insists that the traditional middle-period tombs, of which is
a rep re s e n t at ive ex a m p l e, still precede the continental influx.  Th at is,
although the ex t e rnal shape of the tombs began to ch a n ge sharp ly after the
e a rly phase, Edwa rds believes that the middle tombs, including 
Nintoku-ryo ¯ and Richu ¯ -ryo ¯ (which were categorized as late tombs by Egami
), should not contain any equestrian paraphernalia or anything conspicuously
continental.8
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6Almost all archelogists agree that horizontal chambers and representational tomb
murals diffused into J apan from Korea.  Swords with ring-shaped pommels decorated
with gryphon or bird heads in open wo rk carv i n g, as well as swo rds with round or
angular hilt caps, have Korean prototypes.  Since Japanese sources of gold were not
discovered until the eighth century, the use of gold itself is seen as a link to Korea.
The technique of riveting was unknown in Japan, and hence the riveted products are
c o n s i d e red to have come from Ko rea.  Lamellar arm o r, made by sewing together a
l a rge number of small metal plates, is well adapted to equestrian activity due to its
great flexibility and is also believed to have come from Korea.

7Aikens and Higuchi (1982: 287) also argue that it is “about the middle of the fifth
century” that “there began to appear large, sculptured stone figures of men and horses
associated with the tumuli, incised and painted decoration on the inside walls of the
bu rial ch a m b e rs, new kinds of ornamental art i facts, and a new type of dark, wh e e l -
made, high fired pottery known as Sue ware.  These elements were all new to Japan,
and all clearly had Korean antecedents.”

8Edwards (1983) himself quotes Kobayashi Yukio , who has argued that the
h u ge middle tombs could not have been built without the advanced methods of
surveying and construction learned from the continent, and also quotes Koichi Mori,
who has pointed out the dramactically increased number of iron objects in the middle-
period tombs.  Surprisingly, however, Edwards ends up quoting Inoue Mitsusada 

and implying that the emerging indigenous force in the Kinai region first invaded
s o u t h e rn Ko rea, acquired iron there, and then, using the we apons and armor made
from the iron, unified Japan.  As a result, he argues, they built the huge tombs that



Gina Lee Barnes (KEJ: 6. 8) notes that: “An early - 5 t h - c e n t u ry mounded
tomb located on a high riverine terrace in the city of Sakai, Prefecture
[was identified] by a document in the 10th-century Engi Shiki as the
grave of Emperor Nintoku (first half of the 5th century). . .  In 1872 . . . part
of the front mound collapsed in a small landslide, and a pit-style stone
bu rial chamber was ex p o s e d.  Some iron armor and we apons, [and] gi l t -
bronze ornaments. . . . were recovered . . . A mirror , a ring-pommeled
sword , and a horse bell , recorded as having been recovered from
the Nintoku Masoleum, are preserved in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.”  It
seem that Edwa rds was not awa re of this fact when he made his stat e m e n t
t h at the middle tombs, including Nintoku-ryo ¯, should not contain any
equestrian paraphernalia or anything conspicuously continental.

Nihongi (NI: 261) presents the formal arrival of horses from Paekche in the
fifteenth year of (A.D. 404): “The King of Paekche sent A-chik-ki with
two quiet horses as tribute.  So they were fed in stables on the acclivity of
K a ru.  Accord i n g ly A-chik-ki was appointed to have ch a rge of their
fo dd e ri n g.  Th e re fo re the place wh e re the horses we re kept was named
M u m aya-saka (Stabl e - h i l l ) .”  Kojiki (KC: 95) specifies that the two hors e s
consisted of a stallion and a mare.

Nihongi (NI: 357-358) on Yu r̄yaku records a  remarkable story about the
a s s o c i ation of horses with “ The daughter of a man of the district of
Asukabe (in Kahachi ) named Hiakuson, Tanabe no Fubito 

, was wife to a man named Kariu. . . . Hiakuson, hearing that his daughter
had given birth to a child, paid a visit of congratulations to his son-in-law’s
h o u s e.  He came home by moonlight, and was passing at the foot of the
H o muda misasagi at Ich i h i ko hill, when he fell in with a hors e m a n
mounted on a red courser. . . . In his heart he wished to possess him. . . . [T]he
rider of the courser, knowing Hiakuson’s wish, stopped and exchanged horses
with him. . . . Hiakuson. . . hastened home and placed him in the stable. . . .
The next morning the red courser had become changed into a horse of clay

.  Hiakuson. . . went back, and, making search at the Homuda misasagi ,
found the piebald horse standing among clay horses.  So he took it, and left in
its stead the clay horse which he had received in exchange.”  

K i dder (1985) lists the arch e o l ogical evidence for equestrianism fro m
tombs believed to be connected with the early fifth century - N i n t o k u -
R i chu ¯ s t age of the Naniwa dynasty in the a rea as fo l l ows: a go l d
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contain many iron objects.  [Edwa rds himself notes that “Japan ap p e a rs to have
depended on Korea as a source of raw iron at least until late Kofun times.”]



saddle bow from the Maruyama tomb (in Habikino city) that is likely to have
been a tomb for a retainer or an imperial re l at ive to a small bro n ze
horse bell and haniwa head of horse that are said to have come from the tomb
of Nintoku in Sakai city; two wooden front and back saddle bows from the
Ryo ¯ nan site, Sakai city; a haniwa horse from the Ryo ¯ nan Akayama tomb in
Sakai city; and the remains of a saddle, bit, stirrups and bronze ring from the
Shichikan tomb which is a satellite tomb of Richu ¯.  

According to Kidder (1985), among the list of 235 tombs yielding horse-
trappings which was compiled by Ito ¯ Yutaka in 1979, 62 reflect earlier pit-
style burials and 173 are later passageway-chamber-style burials.  According
to Kidder, the horse-trappings were going into tombs before Sue was being
m a d e.  Kidder (1985) also states that: “The fi rst evidence of saddles are
superb examples of gilt bronze bows of the kind that fitted over and decorated
as a wooden frame.  These are similar to Korean products and came from the
same workshops.  The oldest was found in the Maruyama tomb, a suspected
s atellite tomb to the huge mound of Emperor wh i ch, if tru e, dates it
before the middle of the 5th century.”  Kidder (1985) notes that “Sue was a
foreign product initially and coincided in Japan with the appearance of horse-
trappings in the tombs . . . the oldest Sue appearing in two clusters of tombs
in Amagi city, Fukuoka prefecture”  date to the late 4th or early 5th century.
K i dder further states that “from all indications, all trappings prior to the
m i ddle of the 5th century we re fo re i g n - m a d e.”  According to Gina Lee
B a rnes (KEJ: 7.256), Sue wa re was called Ko rean pottery [Chosen
doki] until the 1950s, when the Japanese began to use the word Sue to refer to
the vessels in Man’yo ¯shu ¯ .

Peter Bleed (KEJ: 3. 161) notes that “the objects deposited as grave
treasures in Middle Kofun burials, such as iron weapons, jewelry, armor and
h o rs e - t rappings and Sue Wa re, we re derived from the Ko rean peninsula;
many were imports or made of imported raw materials.”  According to Aoki
(1974: 39-40): “The decisive factor that made the new colonist superior to the
earlier residents of Yamato was their knowledge of metal alloy.  Metallurgy
was undergoing a great improvement in China while northern China was in
turmoil around A.D. 300 to 450.  This was largely an achievement of Taoist

hermits who sought to obtain an elixir of immortality.  They discovered
m a ny va l u able herbs and ex p e rimented with inorganic substances such as
sulphur, arsenic, mercury, zinc, lead, copper, and iron.  The advanced study of
alchemy made metal products relatively inexpensive.  In the late fourth and
e a rly fifth centuries metal implements we re no longer ex p e n s ive to the
continental peoples . . . the colonists in the Yo d o - Ya m ato va l l ey we re we l l
armed with sharp iron weapons.  For tillage of the growing delta, they used
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plows with sharp blades . . .”  It was in fact during the period between 300
B.C. and 100 B.C. that iron instruments were extensively  used in Liao-dong
as well as in northern Korean areas.  Therefore Aoki seems to focus on the
f u rther improvement in the quality of metal products during the peri o d
b e t ween A.D. 300 and 450 and the tra n s fer of those improved products to
Japan in the late fo u rth and fifth centuries.  Beard s l ey (1955) states that
“empirical fact does support the interpretation that a relatively limited elite,
possessed of superior armament and military organization, exerted its power
to exploit for its members’ own special benefit the increasingly large harvests
gathered by the peasant majority.”

Owing to Egami's tireless efforts, most Japanese historians have come to
admit at least that the tomb mounds and burial objects changed considerably
in the late fourth and early fifth centuries, and also that the nature of the rulers
buried in these tombs changed from chief priests to military leaders.  Some
s ch o l a rs are willing to go further towa rd embracing Ega m i ’s theory.9 Fo r
instance, Saeki (1977) states that the change did not take place gradually over
time but rather “a new type of ruler, military in character, entered the region
of Ya m at o .”  Sasayama Haruo (KEJ: 2. 106) states that “[a]lthough his
[ E ga m i ’s] hors e rider theory has not gained unive rsal accep t a n c e, it is quite
persuasive when one considers the many common elements in the customs,
l a n g u age, and my t h o l ogy of ancient Japan and Northeast Asia.”  Barn e s
(1988: 20) also states that: “in general it may be said that most historians . . .
accept the horserider theory in one way or another.  This includes Mizuno Yu

, who labeled the Dynasty a conquest regime.”10 Egami Namio, at
the age of 84 and professor emeritus of Tokyo University, was conferred an
O rder of Cultural Merits d i re c t ly  by AKIHITO himself on
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9Aoki (1974: 21) states: “Today it is generally held among Japanese historians that
the man called Prince Mima was the first possible ruler of the regional confederacy
called the Ya m ato, in a tiny basin made by the Ya m ato rive r.  The view is large ly
a c c epted because the time coincides with the beginning tide of the construction of
large burial mounds in this region.  Megalithic tombs indicate that the power of the
bu ried in them was stro n ger than that of those bu ried in cl ay jars in the third and
second centuries B. C .”  Aoki (1974: 31) continues: “re cl a m ation of . . .  the Yo d o -
Yamato delta was largely accomplished by the late fourth and early fifth centuries.”

10Barnes (1988: 21) states that: “since research into almost every aspect of fifth and
s i x t h - c e n t u ry Ya m ato society necessitates re fe rence to the peninsula . . . it is not
surprising that the majority of Japanese historians, if not archaeologists, are persuaded
by the swe eping hypothesis of mounted inva d e rs.  It is obvious, there fo re, that the
horserider theory must be given serious attention.”  Barnes herself, however, accepts
the proposition of Edwards and rejects Egami’s horserider theory.



N ovember 2, 1991.  Most Japanese sch o l a rs, howeve r, still hold a position
similar to that of Edwa rds (1983), that is, they believe in the smooth and
continual development of Japan.

A typical way to handle the horserider theory in Japan is exemplified by
Inoue (1968).  Inoue (1968: 7-9) states that: “[t]he building of ko f u n wa s
begun around the beginning of the fourth century, but striking changes in their
character took place at about the end of the fourth or the beginning of the fifth
c e n t u ry.  The most re m a rk able ch a n ge was in the art i cles placed in the
coffins.  In kofun of the earlier period we find mostly treasures of the Yayoi
Period, such as mirrors and swords, or religious relics, whereas in those built
after the end of the fourth century crowns and shoes made of gold or silver,
similar to those commonly used by noblemen in China or Korea at that time,
s a ddles, stirrups, and armour suited for cava l ry have been ex c avated . . . .
These changes are so striking that some scholars claim that there might have
been a change in the ruling class.  At the beginning of the fourth century a
gre at ch a n ge took place in East Asia.  The Huns and the Tibetans inva d e d
China . . . while in Ko rea, Kog u ryeo of the tungusic tribe conquered the
country almost up to the center of the peninsula.  Pressed thus from the north,
the Koreans in the south formed themselves into tribal unions for the sake of
d e fense and cre ated two kingdoms, Pa e k che and Silla.  Th e re is some
evidence which suggests that the kings of Paekche were not of Korean origin,
but belonged to a tribe called Fuyu or Puyeo wh i ch had tungusic bl o o d.
Since the hors e - riding people of the north, such as the Huns and the
Tunguses, invaded China and Korea early in the fourth century, scholars have
suggested the possibility that the Tungus who invaded Korea might also have
c rossed to Japan and conquered it.  Considering the sudden ch a n ge in the
contents of the kofun which now came to bear a strong resemblance to the
e q u e s t rian civ i l i z ation of the continent, this theory seems re a s o n abl e.  Ye t
although this is a very interesting theory, many scholars take a critical view of
it both because there is no documentary mat e rial to substantiate it and
because the ch a n ges in the contents of ko f u n a re not considered to be so
radical as to assume a change within the ruling class.  Nevertheless, it is a fact
t h at there was a ch a n ge in continental culture from around the end of the
fourth century.  This fact still needs further explanation.”  

It is interesting to observe Inoue rega rding the people of Puyeo and
Koguryeo as well as the kings of Paekche as non-Koreans but as Tibetans or
Tunguses.  Th at is, according to the hors e ri d e rs’ theory, Japan could have
been conquered by Tibetans, Tunguses, the Puyeo tribe, the Koguryeo tribe,
or the kings of Paekche.  Inoue himself sticks to pre-War Japanese traditions
(see Chapter 1, Section 2) and does not accept the horseriders’ theory, but he
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wants to make sure that the conquerors were not Koreans, in case he might
some day have to accept the theory.  Inoue further regards Paekche and Silla
as tribal unions cre ated at the beginning of the fo u rth century, ignoring all
documentary materials available from Korea.

C. The Fujinoki Tomb and Sushun 

The Fujinoki tomb of Ikaru ga in Nara pre fe c t u re, wh i ch had been
(prior to Meiji times) listed as the burial place of Sushun [A.D. 587-592], was
opened by the Kashihara Institute of Arch e o l ogy in 1985, though the stone
sarcophagus itself was not opened until late 1988.  It has yielded a staggering
quantity of grave goods, especially a spectacular array of hors e t rappings in
spite of the fact that most of the tombs with long stone passageways we re
s t ripped of their contents.  The tomb has also yielded about one thousand
s l ats of iron arm o r, iron arrows and arrowheads, seve ral gilt bro n ze
ornamental pieces, and Sue and haji pottery.  The tomb seems to have been
built in the latter half of the sixth century.  Kidder (1987) introduces the view
also advanced by Machida Akira, that “the Fujinoki objects are most similar
to southern Chinese and Paekche material, specifically grave-goods from the
tomb of [the Paekche] King Munyeong ; they are not like those of north
China, Koguryeo, or Silla.”  Kidder (1987) states that “[h]istorically, Fujinoki
was . . . long identified with Sushun . . . . The man bu ried in the Fujinoki
tomb must have been a shrewd politician in foreign affairs, playing both sides
of the street.  The gravegoods are an interesting mix, although such blends are
not uncommon in Japan.  Most of the objects came from Paekche . . .”  One
may compare the grave goods from the Fujinoki Tomb also with those from
the fourth century Paekche tombs found at Sinbong-dong, Cheong-ju 

in 1982 that include a large quantity of hors e t rappings, stirrups, iro n
swords, iron arrowheads, etc. (see Cha, 1990).

Among the grave - goods contained in the Fujinoki sarc o p h agus is the
mirror with three characters (yi zi sun) meaning “may the owner have
an abundance of descendants.”  Kidder (1989) notes that a mirror from the
Paekche tomb of King Munyeong also bears the identical inscription.
There was also a bronze dagger-sword with a handle and, according to Kidder
(1989), “it seems to be possible to trace this kind of handle to earlier Korean
examples displaying ge n e ral similari t i e s .”  A gi l t - b ro n ze crown with
conventionalized depictions of trees was discovered and Kidder (1985) notes
t h at “it must be assumed that most, if not all, gi l t - b ro n ze crowns found in
Japan were made in Korea.” 
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Kidder (1989) introduces Takada Ryo ¯ shin  , the priest of Ho ¯ ryu ¯ ij
and the only serious Japanese proponent of Sushun as the candidate fo r
occupancy of the Fujinoki sarcophagus.  Kidder (1989) notes that “the oldest
document to call the Fujinoki Tomb ‘m i s a s agi,’ or imperial mausoleum, is
dated Bun’ei 2 (1265). . . . In 1959, while going through an old sea chest in
So ¯ genji  ,  a subtemple of Ho r̄yu j̄i, Takada found a document, dat e d
Empo ¯ 7 (1699), which is the first record to refer to the mound specifically as
the tomb of Emperor Sushun, or Sushun Tenno ¯ Gobyo ¯ Misasagi-yama 

.  Sushun’s name still ap p e a red in this rega rd in documents until
Meiji  5 (1872), while the term misasagi itself continued to be used into the
early 1940s.”  Kidder (1989) states that: “The sheer quantity of the assembled
grave goods gives the impressions of an almost hy s t e rical packing of the
s a rc o p h agus, as if appeasing his soul and salving the national conscience
we re the most pressing concern s .1 1. . . Since it is inconceivable that a mere
clan chieftain could command such a wealth of exotic goods . . . I believe
t h at, through misidentifi c ation dating from the To k u gawa or Meiji peri o d s ,
archaeologists have inadvertently exposed to public view the full secrets of an
unpilfered imperial tomb dating to the late sixth century.”  Kidder (1989) has
emphasized that “the detailed, daily reports on the operation [of opening the
Fujinoki sarc o p h agus] should dispel some of the antiquated views that the
fo reign press seems obl i ged to re i t e rate concerning the alleged Jap a n e s e
unwillingness to dig such tombs for fear of finding a Korean buried inside or
evidence proving that the imperial line had Korean origins.”  As Kidder says,
simple archeological evidence, such as the presence of grave-goods made in
one of the Ko rean kingdoms, is not the sort that will concl u s ive ly re s o l ve
such issues.  This is why we also need larger, theoretical investigations.  We
can only hope that the opening of the Fujinoki tomb and the ensuing
academic discussions will help historians embrace a more broad-minded view
of the origin of the Yamato imperial clan.  

D. Later Tombs: Inspired by the Early Tombs and Expanded

As Gina Lee Barnes (KEJ: 4.245) states, “the contents of tombs attest to
both the ru l e rs’ limitless access to the re s o u rces of society and to new
contacts with the Korean peninsula at this time.  One of the accessory tombs
of the Mausoleum, the Ariyama tomb, alone held over 3,000 iron swords
and tools.  Funera ry goods of imported gold ear ornaments, Sue wa re, and
horse trappings from the continent gradually contributed to the replacement
of fine jasper ornaments . . . . A new type of tomb chamber called yokoana
sekishitsu ( l i t e ra l ly, hori zontal hole, stone chamber) was also
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transmitted from the Korean peninsula in the 5th century.”12

According to Kim (1986: 76, 82, 85, 88, 129), the hilltop location of tombs
and their interior structures, including the vertical hole stone chambers

of Japan’s early tomb period, correspond to those of Kaya during the
third and fourth centuries, while the flat terrace location of tombs and their
interior structures, including the horizontal hole stone chamber of
Japan’s late tomb period, correspond to those of Paekche.  Furthermore, the
ornaments found in the early period tombs are similar to those of the
Kaya area while the ornaments found in the late period tombs resemble those
of Paekche (see Kim 1986: 106).  According to Kim Won-Yong (1986: 120-
121), iron stirrups (the horserider’s foot-rest) are found in the Korean tombs
of third and fourth centuries, while in Japan they are found in the tombs of the
fifth and sixth centuries.

We understand the transition from early Kofun-Period tombs to middle and
late Kofun-Period tombs in the following fashion.  By the beginning of the
fo u rth century, the ab o ri ginal Japanese in the Kinai ( - N a ra )
region started building the Kaya type tomb mounds on nat u ral hilltops
ove rlooking agri c u l t u ral land.  The conquero rs from Pa e k che we re duly
i m p ressed by these nat ive bu rial practices and began constructing dra m at i -
c a l ly expanded tomb mounds on fl at terrace surfaces, often together with
wide moats and accessory mounds acting as depositories for funerary goods.
I n t roduction of the advanced fa rming tech n o l ogy from Pa e k che such as the
use of plows with sharp iron blades and the use of the irrigation system of
man-made reservoirs could release sufficient numbers of Yayoi peasants from
rice growing to be employed in the construction of gigantic tombs.
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11Sushun was assassinated by Soga no Umako.
12Barnes (1988: 29), however, suggests “late” fifth century as the possible date of

the introduction of the new type of stone chamber construction from Korea.  The new
chambers had corrider entrances much like European passage graves instead of stone-
lined pits sealed by ceiling ro cks.  Barnes further states that: “From the late fi f t h
century onward, large keyhole tombs disappeared in the central Kinai area, and small
round mounds with corridor chambers increased in number . . . The labor for tomb
construction . . . became more a family matter than an affair of state . . . The contents .
. . [indicate] a concern for personal comfo rt in the afterl i fe instead of the ove rt
political and sumptuary concerns of the earlier tombs.”  Barnes and Edwards contend
that it is during this “late” fifth century period that the horserider materials began to
appear in Japan.


